Government of India
Ministry of Statistics & Programme Implementation
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A Report on Celebration of World Statistics Day – 2020 in India
The third World Statistics Day (WSD) was celebrated globally on 20th October, 2020
with the theme "Connecting the world with the data we can trust". This theme
reflects on the importance of trust, authoritative data, innovation and the public good in
national statistical systems.
Background:
The first World Statistics Day was celebrated on 20 October 2010 with the theme
“Service, professionalism, integrity: celebrating the many contributions and
achievements of official statistics”. On 3 June 2015, the United Nations General
Assembly adopted a resolution, in which it designated 20 October 2015 as the second
World Statistics Day and decided to celebrate the Day every five years on 20 October.
The second Day was celebrated on 20 October 2015 with the theme "Better data, better
lives".
The celebration of World Statistics Day 2020 is a global collaborative endeavor,
organized under the guidance of the United Nations Statistical Commission.
The Statistics Division of the United Nations Department of Economic Affairs is the
global coordinator of the campaign, defining global key messages and making available
outreach resources to countries and other partners. In this connection, national
statistical offices act as national coordinators, translating promotional materials into
national languages and organizing events and outreach efforts at national and subnational levels. Also, International organizations play a key role in amplifying campaigns
at the global and regional levels and organizing their own events.
Events organised by Central/ State Government in India:
In India also, the World Statistics Day – 2020 was celebrated on 20th October, 2020 by
various Central Government Ministries and State Governments in tune with the theme
of the WSD- 2020.
National Statistical Office, Ministry of Statistics & Programme Implementation, as a part
of its outreach efforts, had encouraged other Ministries/Departments dealing with some
statistical work and States/UTs, to observe WSD 2020 and launch their organizational
initiatives in tune with the theme of WSD 2020.

The various events organized on World Statistics Day, 2020 were as follows:
(A)

At the Central Level

(i)
National Statistical Office, Ministry of Statistics & Programme Implementation
had released a digital poster (Annexure-I) demonstrating the MoSPI Activities in tune
with the theme of the WSD-2020, on various social media platforms.
(ii)
M/o Health & Family Welfare (MoHFW) organized the event wherein Secretary,
MoHFW and DG (Health Statistics) highlighted the importance of the occasion. During
this interactive event, the biennial publication “Health & Family Welfare Statistics in
India, 2019-20” was released which is regularly brought out by the Statistics Division of
MoHFW. This time a new dimension was introduced in the publication with a new
chapter titled “Sustainable Development Goals-Indicators on Health”. The key note
address and related photographs of the celebration is enclosed at Annexure-II.
(iii)
Ministry of Corporate Affairs conducted a webinar to mark the World Statistics
Day – 2020 and was webcasted live over NIC platform. The event was organized with a
view to showcase statistical approach as applied and maintained by India in almost
every field it works with or deals with. The webinar was full of statistical thoughts, views,
life experiences and knowledge. 1867 Webinar Login Sessions were recorded, of the
users’ individuals and groups who attended the webinar. A report on the events
conducted along with photographs is enclosed at Annexure-III.
(B)

At the State level

(i)
Directorate of Economics & Statistics, Government of Tamil Nadu organized a
comprehensive three day Virtual Events on the occasion starting from 19.10.2020 to
21.10.2020 wherein various topics including Use of Big data in Governance, Artificial
Intelligence for Data Analysis, Data Quality Framework for data we trust, Evidence
based Policy making, Sustainable Development Goals, Technological Innovation in
Census Methods and “connecting the world with data we can trust ” -Indian
Perspective, etc. were deliberated. On 20.10.2020, the Programme was inaugurated by
Hon'ble Minister for Co-operation, Statistics and Ex- Servicemen Welfare. A report on
the events conducted along with photographs is enclosed at Annexure-IV.
(ii)
Directorate of Economics & Statistics, Government of Gujarat had celebrated
the WSD-2020 virtually through video conferencing. The celebration was attended by
more than 150 officers and employees of Statistics Cadre of the State as well as officers
from General Administration Department (Planning) of the State. The report on event
organised is enclosed at Annexure-V.

***

ANNEXURE-I

Annexure - II

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare releases biennial publication “Health and
Family Welfare Statistics in India, 2019-20” on the occasion of Third World Statistics
Day celebrated on 20th October, 2020.

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare celebrated 3rd World Statistics Day
on 20th October, 2020 at Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi. In this auspicious occasion,
Director General (Statistics), MoHFW appreciated the importance of statistics in
guiding and monitoring the developmental programs of Government of India. It
is therefore very important to improve the quality and availability of statistics.
Statistics are not just about numbers but also the key ingredients in formulation
of right plans and policies of a country. MoHFW has been making all efforts to
improve the data quality of Health Management Information System in which
about 2 lakhs facilities are directly uploading data into the portal on more than
200 indicators. The information available through NFHS on Health and other
parameters is beneficial in evidence based decision and policy formulation for the
researchers and concerned stakeholders
The Secretary, MoHFW expressed that the theme of the 3rd World Statistics
Day celebrated around the globe, “Connecting the world with data we can
trust” is very relevant. Statistics is a public good and theme adopted for the
World Statistics Day reflected the importance of trust in bringing out quality
administrative data, innovation in the statistical systems placed in every Ministry
and Organization. Data collection, its analysis & interpretation are the backbone
for successful monitoring and evaluation of any programme or scheme. In India,
there are various sources for health related data but this Ministry mostly depend
on National Statistical Office for various health related surveys. Ministry of
Statistics & Programme Implementation, as the coordinators of National
Statistical System, has to take the challenge of redefining their role to assure
quality as the information providers, and not just the data producers.
During this interactive event, the biennial publication “Health & Family Welfare
Statistics in India, 2019-20” was released which is regularly brought out by the
Statistics Division. This time a new dimension was introduced in the publication
with a new chapter titled “Sustainable Development Goals-Indicators on Health”.
This report has insightful analyses of comprehensive demographic and health
indicators classified by various socio-economic categories. This event raised
public awareness especially among younger generation about the role of Statistics
in socio-economic planning and policy formulation.
***********
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Webinar Summary Report:

WORLD STATISTICS DAY 2020
CONNECTING THE WORLD WITH THE DATA WE CAN TRUST
20th October, 2020
Acknowledgements –
A Webinar on World Statistics Day with theme “CONNECTING THE WORLD WITH DATA WE CAN TRUST”
was held on 20th Oct, 2020 at 10 a.m., organized by Statistics Division of Ministry of Corporate Affairs. The
organizers would like to thank Shri Rajesh Verma, Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs for providing
the opportunity and consent to Statistics division of MCA to celebrate World Statistics Day, Smt Geeta
Singh Rathore, DDG, Ministry of Corporate Affairs for Opening the ceremony, honorable speakers, Prof
Bimal Kumar Roy, Chairman NSC, Dr. O.P. Mall, Executive Director of RBI, Shri Awadhesh Kumar Mishra,
ADG, MOSPI, Prof Abhiman Das, IIM Ahemdabad and Shri Rahul Tiwari, Chief Consultant, CDM-MCA for
their valuable time, presentations and sessions. Smt Geeta Singh Rathore, DDG, MCA shared the Key Take
away and concluded the Webinar. The Webinar was compered by Shri Nirnay Pratap Singh, AD (Stats),
MCA. Special thanks to Shri Jaskaran Singh Modi and the entire NIC Team for their prompt and quick
support for smooth organization of the Webinar.

Introduction –
Ministry of Corporate Affairs experienced the privilege to celebrate the 3rd World’s Statistics Day on 20th
October, 2020, with the theme “CONNECTING THE WORLD WITH THE DATA WE CAN TRUST”, with entire
world. MCA being India’s biggest depositary of corporate data and CDM efficiently defining itself as a data
lab for the Statistics Division of MCA, successfully conducted a webinar to celebrate the same.
The event was organized with a view to showcase statistical approach as applied and maintained by India
in almost every field it works with or deals with. The webinar was full of statistical thoughts, views, life
experiences and knowledge. It was an endeavor by the Statistics Division of the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs which intended to raise awareness on the importance of trustworthy and authentic data.
With due permission of Secretary, MCA, Shri Rajesh Verma and under guidance of Additional Secretary
Ms. Anjali Bhawra along with constant effort by entire team of Statistics Division the event flew high on
the date capturing pretty good number of audience. 1867 Webinar Login Sessions were recorded, of the
users’ individuals and groups who attended the webinar.
This report presents a summary of the presentations and key takeaways from the sessions of the most
intellectual delegates as honorable speakers - Secretary, MCA, Shri Rajesh Verma, DDG, MCA, Smt. Geeta
Singh Rathore, Prof. Bimal Kumar Roy, Chairman NSC, Dr. O P Mall, Executive Director RBI, Shri Awadhesh
Kumar Mishra, ADG, MoSPI, Prof. Abhiman Das, IIM Ahmedabad and Shri Rahul Tiwari, MCA-CDM.
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Webinar - Panel Discussion –
Some of the thoughts shared by the honorable speakers illuminating the need and existence of statistics
in India are as mentioned below.
Shri Nirnay Pratap Singh –

Shri Nirnay Pratap Singh, Assistant Director, Ministry of Corporate Affairs compered the Webinar. He
explained the concept of World Statistics Day and its importance. He introduced all the speakers and
ensured smooth running of the event from start to end.
Smt. Geeta Singh Rathore –

With due permission of Secretary MCA, Smt. Geeta Singh Rathore, DDG initiated the Webinar with the
opening session where she welcomed and thanked the panel and the webinar audience for participating.
She also shared the history of the Statistics and how the good data and statistics play an important for
decision making for sustainable development goals. Correct, reliable and trusted data are necessary to
understand the evolving world we live in.
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She also shared that this day remarks the need of trusted and authoritative data which will help in
innovation. Statistics day is an opportunity for us to recognize the importance of statistics in guiding and
monitoring the developing programs. It also helps in improving the quality and availability of statistics.
Shri Rajesh Verma –

The event began with Secretary of Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Shri Rajesh Verma sharing his views on
how the very first World’s Statistics Day was celebrated on 20th October, 2010 with theme “Service,
Professionalism, Integrity, celebrating many contribution and achievements of Statistics” and then after
5 years in 2015, 2nd World’s Statistics Day was celebrated with theme “Better data better life”. However,
India celebrates its own Statistics every year on 29th of June, on the birth anniversary of Prof. P C
Mahalanobis in recognition of his invaluable contribution in establishing the National Statistical System.
India being member of global fraternity celebrates World’s Statistics Day. He explained how India aims at
enhancing statistical awareness and developing confidence of people in official statistics. He also stated
how statistics is important and crucial for economic development and contribute to progress of nation
and is indispensable from academics and research works. Timely and reliable data is essence of work
either done by government or any corporate.
He also threw some light on how MCA21 since 2006 have the largest electronic depository of corporate
data. CDM-MCA was established as forward linkage in 2015, now holds about one and half decade old
corporate data in electronic form and is still growing. He included some of the details such as more than
20 lakh companies are registered till date in India which increased by about 80% over the period of ten
years (2009-2019).
Thoughts of Hon’ble Secretary, MCA actually enabled everyone to get idea about MCA’s strength in
corporate data and the statistical approaches to manage and use the same.
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Prof. Abhiman Das –

The first speaker was Prof. Abhiman Das from IIM Ahmedabad. He started sharing his ideas with how
United Nation has come up with this theme of “CONNECTING THE WORLD WITH DATA WE CAN TRUST”
which reflects the importance of trust on authoritative data, innovation and the public good in National
Statistics System.
He continued with how Statistics was not so encouraging always, as many low-middle income countries
are using outdated base year for national accounts and price statistics. Prof. Abhiman Das took up the
stage to explain the concept of Authoritative data and its need in Statistics.
He brought forward the cons as attached with data and so talked about existence of political interference
in data and how it hinders trust on data. After that he explained how Big data are helpful for Official
statistics by taking example of Geospatial Data and Data 2X project (2017).
He concluded his speech with a noble idea that Data could be used fearlessly so building of TRUST in data
is necessary and expressed his perspective on, how Spread as well as recovery of COVID-19 critically
depends on Statistics of same as being shared around.
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Shri Awadhesh Kumar Mishra

The second honorable speaker in the Third World Statistics Day Webinar of Ministry of Corporate Affairs
was Shri Awadhesh Kumar Mishra, ADG, MoSPI.
He started sharing his views with the notion on how data is necessary for Decision making and so
requirement for building trust worthy data in world.
He further talked about cost effectiveness of data in case of Big data requirements. He further added the
role of NSO in same. Shri Mishra explained NSO’s concept of NIIP i.e. National Integrated Information
Portal being developed where combining data from traditional source could be done.
He explained 2 major initiatives of NSO regarding 2030 Agenda for SDG and 7th Economics Census.
The ideas that were shared by Shri Awadhesh Kumar Mishra were quite descriptive along with supporting
details and examples.
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Dr. O P Mall

The third honorable speaker who took up the stage was Dr. O P Mall, Executive Director RBI.
Dr. Mall started with expressing his detailed experienced knowledge and ideas about Statistics from
perspective of Non- statistical people to emphasis on the global requirement of theme “CONNECTING THE
WORLD WITH DATA WE CAN TRUST”.
He further elaborated the requirement of transparency to be maintained with Data to make it more
reliable and relevant. He further explained the effects of Globalization on Statistics. Dr. Mall emphasized
the role and requirement of balance sheet whether of government, world, corporate or household in
world statistics
He added how globally people’s perspective is being changing and they are so much interested in
statistics.
Dr. Mall came up with different branches of statistics like Data science and how it is included in various
departments like banking, pharma, engineering etc.
He concluded his views with thoughts that Statistic day is being celebrated since last 10 years and aims
at making the life of common people better and convenient.
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Prof.Bimal Kumar Roy

The last speaker for the event was Mr. Bimal Kumar Roy, Chairman NSC who started his powerful speech
with thorough description on what India has contributed to world in field of Statistics. Mr. Roy explained
statistics very mathematically taking up the concept of “Notion of Distance”.
Then Mr. Roy explained the concept of statistics by taking tools like Sampling, law of chances, Law of black
hole, Motion of efficiency, Maximum root test etc.
He illuminated that the concept of “D2 Statistics (D Squared)” was not only statistics but was a scientific
concept given by India to world which is most referred statistical work. He also illuminated the
contribution of Indian Statisticians R R Bahadur, S N Roy, R C Bose, C R Rao to world of statistics. He called
30s to late 60s as the era of development of statistics in India.
These enlightening speeches were succeeded by Professor. Bimal Kumar Roy launching the social media
handles, along with that he also launched the enhanced version of MCA CDM portal.
MCA CDM Portal:
https://www.mcacdm.nic.in/
Social Media HandlesFacebook
https://www.facebook.com/CorporateStatistics/

Handle - @CorporateStatistics

Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/cdmstats/

Handle - @cdmstats

Twitter
https://twitter.com/CorporateStats

Handle - @CorporateStats
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Shri. Rahul Tiwari

A detailed presentation was given by Mr. Rahul Tiwari, Chief Consultant, CDM. Mr. Tiwari started his
presentation with showing the importance of the theme “CONNECTING THE WORLD WITH DATA WE CAN
TRUST”, so selected by United Nations for celebrating the 3rd World’s Statistics Day.
His presentation then swiftly talked about how statistics matters in India’s growth story taking up the
current trending example of India’s timely and planned response to COVID-19.
He talked about potential focus area in terms of data –Data Storage, Data Governance Standard, Data
Security and Privacy, Emerging technology, International banking and Skill Development.
He shared the insights on the need and contribution of data to fight the COVID crises and so justified the
big theme for celebrating 3rd World’s Statistics Day.

Smt. Geeta Singh Rathore

After the most idiomatic and divine session of the guest speakers and the Secretary, DDG MCA Smt. Geeta
Singh Rathore, closed the ceremony by sharing the key takeaways, thanking all the speakers and the
organizing team.
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Conclusion –
It was seen that the celebration of 3rd World’s Statistics Day by MCA with the theme “CONNECTING THE
WORLD WITH DATA WE CAN TRUST” was very successful.
The webinar was able to attract audience from across the world marking a visitor list of about 1867 people
in Webcast.
The social media handles of Facebook page, Instagram page and Twitter is showing up with constant rise
in followers since its launch. So MCA takes the event to be quiet successful as well as enlightening.

Gallery –
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Snaps from Presentations:
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Facebook Page –

Instagram Page –
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Twitter Page -

************
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ANNEXURE - IV

ANNEXURE - V

WORLD STATISTICS DAY 2020

3rd World Statistics Day: 20th October, 2020
Theme: Connecting the World with Data We can Trust

WORLD Statistics Day Celebration Report
2020
Directorate of Economics and Statistics
General Administartion Department (Planning)
Government of Gujarat

20TH October, 2020
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1. General Introduction
World Statistics Day is an international day to celebrate statistics. Created by the United
Nations Statistical Commission. The first World Statistics Day was celebrated on 20 October 2010
with the theme “Service, professionalism, integrity: celebrating the many contributions and
achievements of official statistics” and the second World Statistics Day celebrated on 20 October
2015 with the theme "Better data, better lives". The day is celebrated every five years. As of 2010,
103 countries celebrate a national Statistics Day, including 51 African countries that jointly
celebrate African Statistics Day annually on 18 November. India celebrates its statistics day on 29
June, the birthday of the statistician Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis. The Royal Statistical Society
in the UK also launched its getstats statistical literacy campaign on the same day (on 20.10.2010).
This year third World Statistics Day was celebrated on 20 October 2020with the theme
“Connecting the world with the data we can trust”.
On account of the prevailing situation due to the covid-19 pandemic, it has been decided to
organise the main event of the world statistics day, 2020 through web base online virtual
conferencing. The event has been attended (Virtually) by statistical cadre officer from Directorate
of Economics and Statistics, Directorate of Evaluation, Gujarat Social Infrastructure Development
Society, Line Department, District offices and Deputy secretary, under secretary-official from
General Administration Department (Planning), Government of Gujarat.
Director, Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Gandhinagar felicitated to those officers
who taken efforts to make this event successful. Detail programme and List of participants are
stated in annexure -1 and annexure – 2 respectively.

20TH October, 2020
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2.

Inauguration Session
The Directorate of Economics & Statistics Gujarat State has celebrated the 20th October,

2020 as 3rd World Statistics Day through web base online virtual conferencing with the theme
“Connecting the world with the data we can trust”. As proposed by United Nations Statistical
Commission and suggested by MoSPI, GOI celebrated at Centre for Participatory Learning (CPL),
Gandhinagar having the presence of more than 150 participants (virtually).

20TH October, 2020
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The celebration was started with virtual lightening of lamp and recitation of distich by Shri
D.A. Chauhan, Joint Director, DES.
तमसो मा ज्योततर्गमय!

शुभं करोतत कल्याणं आरोग्यं धनसंपदा |
शत्रुबुति-तिनाशाय दीपज्योती नमोऽस्तुते ||
On the occasion of the 3rd World Statistics Day celebration on 20th October, 2020, Shri R.R.
Pandya, Director, Directorate of Evaluation welcome Hon. Secretary (Planning) Shri Rakesh
Sankar, IAS for being with to grace the occasion, Shri Ketan Suthar, Smt. Maya M. Dabhi, Shri
B.J.Thakkar, other officers from GAD (Planning) and Director DES Shri S.S.Suthar for organizing
such a special event. Shri R.R. Pandya proud privilege and pleasure to welcome all Officers of
Statistical Cadre from all the districts, line departments, DES, GSIDS and Evaluation department

20TH October, 2020
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and delighted to have all with us even in a prevailing condition that we are facing due to Covid-19
Pandemic.
He said World Statistics Day is observed on October 20, once every 5 years. The first World
Statistics Day was celebrated on 20 October 2010, as decided in resolution 64/267, and
was deemed an overwhelming success, with activities organized in more than 130 Member States
and by at least 40 international and regional organizations and entities. In October 2015 the
second World Statistics Day was celebrated under the Theme: Better Data, Better Lives.
This year World Statistics Day coincides both, with the celebrations of the 75th
Anniversary of the United Nations. The United Nations marks its seventy-fifth anniversary and the
world deploys data to face a common challenge.
The third World Statistics Day is being celebrated around the globe on 20 October 2020
with the theme “Connecting the world with data we can trust”. Current, reliable, timely and trusted
data are necessary to understand the changing world in which we live. The Fundamental
Principles of Official Statistics contribute to and build trust in the data and statistics produced by
the statistical systems and used for evidence-based decision making.
This theme reflects on the importance of trust, authoritative data, innovation and the
public good in national statistical systems. The information obtained from statistics is used for
development and planning, central and local financial allocation, providing education facilities,
health care planning, etc. Statistics also help to monitor and evaluate ongoing economic reforms.
Any regional progress cannot take place without empowering the statistical system.
The celebration of World Statistics Day 2020 is a global collaborative endeavor, organized
under the guidance of the United Nations Statistical Commission and being celebrated globally
with local events organized by national statistical offices, regional and international statistical
organizations, including the UN system organizations, and universities with an objective of
creating public awareness among people, especially the younger generation about the role of
statistics in administration, planning and policy formulation and importance of Statistical system
of the country. It also aims to motivate data producers and researchers.
On this occasion, he extend our greetings and felicitation to all those associated with the
celebrations and to the statistical fraternity who are involved in the production and use of
Statistics. On this day he spotlight the role of statistics in advancing sustainable development for
all. He wished the Statistics Day every success.
20TH October, 2020
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Lastly, Shri Pandya was thanked everyone for participating in this celebration and Shri
D.A. Chauhan welcomed honorable Deputy Secretary (Planning), Smt. Maya M. Dabhi to grace
the occasion.

Addressing by Hon. Deputy Secretary (Planning) Smt. Maya M. Dabhi
The conference was chaired by Smt. Maya M. Dabhi, Deputy Secretary (Planning). She
deliberated in detailed and built vision among the participants towards future role of statistics
and challenges ahead.

20TH October, 2020
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3. Technical Session
(I) Connecting the World with the data we can trust – Administrative Data
Shri R.R. Pandya, Director, Directorate of Evaluation, Gandhinagar gave a
presentation on the “Connecting the World with the data we can trust – Administrative
Data”.

20TH October, 2020
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Shri R.R. Pandya elaborated on "Connecting the World with the data we can
trust" and focused on Administrative Data. Shri S.S. Suthar, Director, Directorate of
Economics and Statistics thanked Shri R.R. Pandya. Shri D.A. Chauhan invited Shri M.B.
Pandya for next presentation on “Connecting the World with the data we can trust –
Evidence Based Planning”.

(II) Presentation on Connecting the World with the data we can trust –
Evidence Based Planning
Shri M.B. Pandya, Joint Director, Directorate of Economics and Statistics
gave a detailed presentation on “Connecting the World with the data we can trust –
Evidence Based Planning”.

20TH October, 2020
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4. Valedictory
Shri S.S. Suthar, Director, Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Gandhinagar. He
briefed about the key milestones achieved by Directorate of Economics & Statistics in the recent
times.

5. Vote of Thanks
Shri H.K. Shukl, Joint Director, Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Gandhinagar
expressed his gratitude for active participation made by officials to make an event a grant
success.

6. The glimpse of this event

20TH October, 2020
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Annexure – 1
PROGRAMME
World Statistics Day 20th October, 2020
(Virtual Celebration)
Theme: CONNECTING THE WORLD WITH THE DATA WE CAN TRUST
TIME: 15:00 TO 16:50
20th October 2020

15:00-15:10 Hrs.

15:10-15:30 Hrs.

Welcome address

Key Note Address by Hon. Secretary
(Planning)

Shri R.R. Pandya, Director,
Evaluation, Gandhinagar

Shri Rakesh Shankar, IAS

Technical Session

Connecting the World with the data we

Shri R.R. Pandya, Director,

can trust – Administrative Data

Evaluation, Gandhinagar

Connecting the World with the data we

Shri M.B. Pandya, Joint

can trust – Evidence Based Planning

Director, DES, Gandhinagar

16:30-16:40 Hrs.

Feedback

All Participants

16:40-16:50 Hrs.

Valedictory

15:30-16:00 Hrs.

16:00-16:30 Hrs.

Shri S.S.Suthar, Director,
DES, Gandhinagar

Participants: All the class 1, 2 Officers from Statistical Cadre
20TH October, 2020
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Annexure - 2
List of Officials Present in the Webinar
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